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Our price list is updated weekly with the
latest scrap metal and catalytic
converter prices. Please contact us for
large quantities.
Price List | Latest Scrap Catalytic
Converter Prices
Sell Your Catalytic Converter & Junk Car
Use the search area below to find your
catalytic converter. Our catalog is
constantly expanding, but if you didn't
find your item, click here to fill out the
form at the bottom of the page .
Sell Your Catalytic Converter Pricing & Values For ...
We understand that people who have
converters also have other various cores
and scrap to sell. We make it convenient
by buying all of it. We make sure the
transaction is as easy and fast as
possible. When it comes to payment we
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use cash or check.
Leading Scrap Catalytic Converter
Buyer | YS Catalytic ...
Western Catalytic Converter Scrap.
Precise grading! Persistent and fair
payouts! Selling in person: Selling
throughout DFW, please contact us for a
location near you. (817) 235-2496 .
Payment Methods: Cash, Company
Check, Cashiers Check, Bank Money
Order, PayPal, Walmart 2 Walmart and
Zelle.
Pricelist - Western
Get the current Catalytic Converter
Scrap Prices from Rockaway Recycling
instantly online. Text or email us
pictures of your scrap catalytic
converters for an accurate price. You
can then ship us yours in the mail. We
will provide a quick quote and quick
payment for scrap catalytic converters.
Catalytic Converter Scrap Prices Check Prices Online ...
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A family owned recycling center since
1993 serving Tacoma and the Greater
Puget Sound. The Bullard family has
been serving in the recycling and scrap
industry for over 35 years. We pay fair
market prices and are one of the few
honest recycling companies in the area.
Call for pricing, pick ups, or bulk prices
at 253-536-2260. Metals we buy
Tacoma Metal Recycling - Puget
Sound Recycling - 253-536-2260
The everyday scrapper, parts guy, auto
wrecker, or scrap yard manager
generally add up the percentage of each
precious metal used in a particular
catalytic converter, and THAT is very
hard to do. They have to take every
measure into account for finding the
actual price of the SCRAP catalytic
converter.
Catalytic Converter Scrap Prices |
ConverterGuys.com ...
DMV Recycling will give you the most
money for your old catalytic converters.
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Our team is highly trained, which allows
them to give exceptionally accurate
quotes. Paired with our drive, our
integrity, and our passion for delivering
nothing but the best for our customers,
and you have just a few reasons why
you should sell your old catalytic ...
Catalytic Converter Buyers - Sell &
Recycle Your Catalytic ...
The great thing about de-canning your
scrap catalytic converter shells is you
can technically get it done at a low cost.
All you have to do is recycle the
stainless steel (S.S.) to offset the decanning labor costs. Used catalytic
converter shells are made of 409 S.S.
and the wire wrap inside is made of 316
S.S. (316 S.S. is 10%-14% nickel.)
Where To Recycle Catalytic
Converters To Get Paid Top ...
See Catalytic Converter Prices How We
Classify Your Scrap Converters.
Shell/Cover – The shell or cover of the
cat is the first thing we look at to
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determine what makes the cat is from.
Some things we are looking at include
the shape, the size, and the cutouts of
the catalytic converter so we can see
inside.
Determining Different Types of
Scrap Catalytic Converters ...
simply entering a part number in the
“SCRAP CONVERTER PRICE GUIDE”,
users with the password will have free
access to converter prices that update
every Wednesday. PGM RECOVERY
SYSTEMS welcomes business between
auto related recyclers, as well as other
company generators of PGM scrap.
Scrap Catalytic Converter Price
Guide | PGM Recovery Systems
If you are looking to scrap your Exotic
Cat, you have found the right place.
Check current prices for your scrap
catalytic converters online.
Exotic Cat - Current Scrap Catalytic
Converter Prices
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In as little as a minute, a thief can slip
under a motor vehicle and use a power
tool to remove the converter to sell as
scrap. Precious metals used in the
device — platinum, palladium and ...
Puyallup police say drug addicts
stealing catalytic converters
Gold Calculator Instructions. To use the
gold calculator simply select the weight
unit, select the gold purity, enter the
weight of your gold item, and then click
the calculate button. If you are looking
to buy or sell gold then it can be helpful
to enter a profit/loss percentage.
Scrap Gold Calculator | Get the
Accurate Melt Value
Identifying OEM Scrap Catalytic
Converters Tom shows you some of the
tell-tale signs of how to identify an OEM
catalytic converter and some of the
signs we look for when quoting your
catalytic converter. These cats are the
original catalytic converters from the
vehicles that are generally worth more
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money then aftermarket ones.
How To Guide - How To Scrap Your
Catalytic Converters
The everyday scrapper, auto wrecker,
parts guy, or scrap yard generally
cannot do that because they need to
have a lot of the same type of cat to get
that percentage of each precious metal,
and THAT is very hard to do. 100 Pounds
of Catalytic Converters could have
various amounts of those precious
metals compared to the next 100
pounds.
How Scrap Catalytic Converter
Prices Are Determined
New Listing SCRAP Catalytic Converter
Platinum Palladium rhodium Chrysler
Jeep oval Full. Pre-Owned. $250.00. or
Best Offer +$17.58 shipping. Watch; 3
Ford SCRAP Catalytic Converters
Rhodium 4 Recycling Full!! W/ O2
Sensors L@@K! 6W13-5E214-DG M5 335
B0R3 3 6W13-5E212-DG M5 339 D0M3
2. Pre-Owned. $142.50. Time left 1d 2h
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left.
scrap catalytic converters for sale |
eBay
Have a question? Call Tacoma (253)
572-6800 / Portland (503) 226-3441
Got Scrap? Get Paid! Scrap Metal
Recycling Portland, OR ...
Discover the latest scrap metal prices in
Washington today. We cover a wide
range of materials from copper,
aluminum, lead, zinc, magnesium, tin,
nickel, steel, iron and more. We
dynamically populate our scrap metal
prices directly from local scrap yards
throughout Washington and update
them every thirty minutes to one hour.
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